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Context and Objectives

Standard Model (SM) deficiencies

→ Many free parameters,(anti)matter paradox,hierarchy
problem,strong CP problem, no gravity, no DE or DM...

→ Explanation of astrophysical observations of positron
excesses

Hidden (dark) sector states introduced with an additional
U(1)d dark gauge symmetry appear in many extensions
to the SM, the models are capable of
→ providing a candidate for the dark matter (DM) in the

universe
→ explain astrophysical “observations” which may have DM

interpretation

This represents an alternative DM scenario to that of
Super Symmetry
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Context and Objectives

Spontaneously broken dark gauge symmetry, U(1)d mediated by
a dark gauge boson Zd

Zd interacts with the SM thru kinetic mixing with hypercharge
gauge boson

Kinetic mixing parameter ε
Also, a dark Higgs mechanism could spontaneously break the
U(1)d gauge symmetry

Mixing between the SM-Higgs and dark higgs boson, mixing
parameter κ

The U(1)d kinetic mixing scenario could be generalized to include
a mass mixing between the SM-Z and Zd

Mass mixing parameter δ
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ATLAS Dectector

Tracking System
→ reconstruct charged particles

trajectories

Thin superconducting solenoid

→ to compute particles impulsion

electromagnetic calorimeter
→ measure electromagnetic energy

deposited by e− and γ

muon system
→ designed to identify and reconstruct

muons

trigger system
→ choose either to keep or not events

hadronic calorimeters
→ measure hadronic energy deposited by

hadronic system

Detector surrounded by
Magnetic
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ATLAS Detector

Coordinate System: Centered around the interaction point (ip)

Cartesian system
→ x-axis pointing from the ip

to the center of the LHC
ring

→ y-axis pointing upward
→ z-axis defined by the beam

direction

Most commonly used
angular coordinates
→ φ (azimuthal angle)

measured around the beam
axis

→ θ (polar angle) from the
beam axis

→ y (rapidity)
= ln[(E + pz)/(E − pz)]

→ η (pseudo-rapidity)
= − ln tan(θ/2)

We define
→ All transverse physics observables in the (x; y)

plane

→ A commonly used distance in the (η;φ) plane

∆R =
√

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2
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Signal and background simulation

Signal Background

H → ZdZd → 4l
Generated by:

MADGRAPH5[1]
→ for ggF

mechanism for
Higgs boson

PYTHIA[2] and
PHOTOS[3]
→ for showering,

hadronisation and
initial state
radiation (ISR)

Hidden Abelian
Higgs Model
(HAHM)

→ as a
benchmark
signal model

ZZ∗ → 4l (irreducible one)

POWHEG[4] and PYTHIA8[2]
→ for qq̄ → ZZ∗ and gg2ZZ

JIMMY[5]

→ gg → ZZ∗

WZ,ZZ dibosons processes

SHERPA [6]

J/ψ and Υ

PYTHIA8B[2]

Z+jets

ALPGENB[7]

tt̄

MC@NLO[8]
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Reconstruction, Identification and Selection
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Reconstruction, Identification and Selection
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Signal Monte Carlo Cutflow

Cutflow for MZd = 25 GeV signal sample. Each channel is
determined at truth level. The very last row shows the yield and
significance in the Tight SR if all cuts had been placed at
quadruplet level.
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Result Run 1
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Interpretation in term of Higgs mixing
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Run1 −→ Run2

Factors that are expected to lead to an improvement in
the Run 2 result

The Higgs production cross section in Run 2 (14 TeV) >
Run 1 (8 TeV) 43.92 pb vs 19.3 pb
The Luminosity in Run 2 > Run 1 36.1 vs 20.3
Improvement in the Analysis code, various levels
Overall factor of 4 improvement expected in the limit.
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MC-Data distribution

Distribution of
< mll >= 1

2(m12 +m34)

Events selected in the
H → XX → 4l
(15 < mX < 60GeV ) analysis
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Irreducible background validation regions

3 Validations Regions:

+ Events failing the Z Veto
+ Events where m12 > 64GeV
+ Events outside of the 115 < m4l < 130GeV window

These distributions validated the H → ZZ∗ → 4l and ZZ∗ → 4l
(Main backgrounds) process
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Result Run2
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Reducible backgrounds

Data-driven estimate for processes with fake leptons

WZ, tt̄ and Z + Jets < 4l + (incorrect id for l ... eg jet faking l)

MC estimation → shows very low contribution

Data Driven cross check (ABCD Method)

Inverting isolation, impact parameter, or ID requirements on the
leptons
Define a control region rich in misidentified leptons.
Transfer factors are measured in orthogonal control regions, also
rich in misidentified leptons
Extrapolate from the events measured in the inverted cut control
region into the signal region
The data-driven method < 0.1 events
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Conclusion

Run 2 Analysis in Open Review

Extension to Run 1 with higher stats

Improved analysis procedure.

→ Soon to be published ......

Research on High scalar particle is on going. . .
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Systematics

In the case of a signal, we will determine the significance, and in the
case of exclusion, we will set limits. Presented here are the relative
uncertainties on the high-mass fiducial efficiency for three mass points.
All uncertainties were estimated using the ZdZd signal samples
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trigger
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